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ORGANIZATIONALMAINTENANCE
AND THE RETENTIONDECISION
IN GROUPS
LAWRENCE S. ROTHENBERG
CaliforniaInstituteof Technology
Understanding why membersleave or remain in groups has
received little attention despite its fundamentalimportancefor organizationalmaintenance.In this analysis,a theoryof experientialsearchis proposedand appliedto Common Cause. Group participationis conceptualizedas a process by which imperfectly
informed decision makers learn about the organizationsthey join. This framework
makes quitting understandableand provides a link between the initial membership
choice and follow-up decisions.

O
rganizational
maintenanceis a fact of life all group
leadersconfront. For the majority of interest group entrepreneurs,who depend
on constituent dues as a prime funding
source, maintenancedictates the need to
keep members contributing (but see

Walker 1983).'

Even seemingly small

drops in numbers-10% or 20% net of
replacements-are viewed with great
alarm; and the loss of long-time contributorsis perceivedas a threatto the entity's survival. The key to creatinga successful organizationcan be summarized
simply: entice potentialmembersto join,
keep attrition below the rate at which
replacementscan be found, and establish
a core membership.
If this prescription is correct, it is
curious that analysts of interest group
membershipfocus almost exclusively on
first-timejoiners.2Most authors do not
deal explicitlywith the dynamicsunderlying the retention choice, that is, the deci-

sion by existingmembersto remainin the
groupand keep on contributing.3Attracting membersis fundamentalfor long-term
organizational prosperity, but signing

them up in the first place is only half the
battle. The conditional joining decisions
on whetherto stay in the organizationare
also crucial.
Interestgroup entrepreneursencounter
a dilemma: how to retain membersfor
whom leaving may be an attractiveoption.4The leadersfocus on producingthe
selective incentives that the membership
wants. They are also preoccupiedwith
not antagonizing constituents, for fear
they will cease contributing.They structure and operate the interestgroup so as
to facilitate contributions (Moe 1980).
How else, for example, can one explain
the elaborate lengths to which many
leaderswill go to ensurethe appearanceof
rank-and-fileparticipationin the organizational decision-makingprocess?
In the political arena, the retention
problem should hit home hardest for
public interestgroups. Their leaderslack
the occupational or industry bases that
underlie so many private associations.
They cannot draw on a "natural"membership,among whom eitherselectiveincentives are easily generatedor coercion
induces contributions.That people sign
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up for public interest groups in the first
place in light of the collective action dilemma-not to speakof retainingtheirorganizationalallegiance-is a phenomenon
that has generatedconsiderablescholarly
interest(Berry1977; Smith 1985).
Why, then, do membersof an organization, especially a public interest group,
choose to remain? Is this process indistinguishablefrom the originaldecision to
join-whatever that may be? How are the
two connnected,if at all?
Theseissueswill be exploredby analyzing what is popularlyconsideredthe quintessentialpublic interestgroup: Common
Cause. In the fall of 1981, over 12 hundred Common Cause members were
surveyed using a mail questionnaire.All
respondentswere queried about a wide
variety of issues-membership and its
benefits, personal attitudes, previous
history in CommonCause, and futureintentions, to name a few. A stratified
design oversampled Common Causedesignatedactivists, who were definedas
steering committee coordinatorsin congressionaldistrictsor coordinatorsor activators of telephone networks. They
comprise 23% of the sample, a roughly
sixfold overrepresentation. Since this
stratificationis based on characteristics
that are exogenous to the retentiondecision, this samplingstrategyhas no impact
on the hypothesis tests conductedin this
analysis (Amemiya 1985; Hausman and
Wise 1979). These data furnisha rareopportunityto explorethe retentiondecision
and to learn why people participatein
political organizations despite all the
obstaclesto collective action.5
The first part of this analysis lays out
the theoreticalgroundworkby specifying
alternative conceptualizations of the
membership renewal process.6 Despite
frequent assertions in the literaturethat
the study of organizationalmembershipis
theory-richand data-poor (e.g., Arnold
1982; Shaiko 1986), it is arguedhere that
the available models require further

development.Once the propertheoretical
underpinningshave been laid, the focus
shifts to the empiricalworld. Unlikeprior
descriptivework on the originalmembership decision by authors who fail to test
hypotheses, competing retention models
are made operationaland tested to determine whetherit is possible to make sense
of members'decisions to stay in or leave
organizations.

Theoretical Perspectives:
Joining, Remaining,
and Experiential Search
Although this study looks primarilyat
renewal decisions, the initial reason for
joining is the logical place to start. In the
first place, virtually all of the available
theoretical research focuses on the
originalmembershipcalculus.Second, an
analysis of the initial choice furnishesa
vantagepoint from which to considerthe
renewal decision, and vice versa. The
challenge is to integrateperspectiveson
both initial contributions and retention
decisions.
Parenthetically,the viewpoint taken in
this analysisand the traditionof research
in which it is writtenis decision-theoretic
rather than game-theoretic, despite the
latter'simportancefor studyingcollective
action (e.g., Axelrod 1984; Hardin1982).
While game theory furnishes many insights into how actors behave strategically in small-numbersituations, it is inappropriatefor explaining why individuals contribute-and keep contributingto large groups. Decision-theoretic
models in which individualsare playing
against nature are more suitable for
understandingthe retentionchoice.
Most theoristsworking in this research
tradition (e.g., Clark and Wilson 1961;
Moe 1980;Wilson1973)typicallyidentify
a number of benefit types: selective,
solidary, and purposive. Selective
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benefits are tangible returns that have
monetary values and are derived from
contributions.They either may be divisible, privaterewardsor may emanatefrom
members'impacts on the level of collective goods providedto everyone.Solidary
benefits stem from associationalinteractions, while purposive benefits are intangible rewards garnered from contributingto the groupbecauseof its stated
goals.7 These theorists then examine
which of thesebenefittypes are important
and why.
In the mid-1960s,MancurOlson (1965)
revolutionized perceptions about why
citizens join organized groups. His
seminal contributiondetails the difficulties associatedwith collective action. Individuals join large groups, he argues,
because the value of the available selective benefitsexceedsthe costs of membership.
Olson assumes that individuals have
full information, are only interested in
economicrewards,and maximizewithout
error. In large groups, this implies that
only dues levels and divisible selective
benefitswill be relevant.Politicalactivity
is simply a by-productof narrowly selfinterested behavior. Given this framework, it is obvious that the conditional
membershipdecision should follow the
same cost-benefit analysis. Since in
general not much will change from one
contributionperiod to the next, particularly given the assumptionof perfect information,little explicableorganizational
attritionis possible.
Those challengingOlson's theory have
taken two principal tacts. Some (e.g.,
Clark and Wilson 1961; Moe 1980;
Wilson 1973) emphasize that purposive
and solidary incentives are important,
along with selective returns, in the decision calculus.
Individualswho possess perfect information but are not satisfied by selective
incentives alone may join because the
potential purposive and solidary payoffs

push them over the threshold where
benefits exceed costs. People derive consumption benefits from interpersonalinteractions and the purposive statements
theircontributionsmake. The multiplicity
of incentives can be easily incorporated
into the Olsonian framework, and the
same inferences about the conditional
membershipdecisionstill hold. This argument is intuitively reasonable; Olson
himself recognizes the potential importance of nonmonetaryreturnsbut ignores
them for reasons of parsimony.
Another critique is that the key problem lies less with the breadthof incentives
thanwith the assumptionof perfectinformation. Moe (1980)maintainsthat potential groupmembersdo not possessperfect
information. Consequently, some decision makers miscalculatetheir own contributions to the provision of collective
goods and hence the level of selectiveincentives the group offers. A subset of the
population mistakenly thinks of itself as
highly influential and incorporates its
allegedly substantialcontributionsto the
provision of collective goods into its
membership calculi. Individuals whose
perceptionsof their efficacy put them at
the upper end of the populationdistribution join in disproportionatenumbers.
The assumption seems to be that once
thesecontributorsmiscalculate,they keep
repeatingthe same mistakeover and over.
Again, organizationalmembershipought
to be stable, and there should be little
explicableattrition.
The relaxationof the perfect information assumptionis eminently reasonable
and extremely important. But precisely
how imperfect information affects contributionsneeds to be rethought.It ought
to influencemore thansimplyindividuals'
initialestimatesof the benefitsthey derive
from contributing to collective goods.8
The conclusion that many membersjoin
organizations only because they make
mistakesis unsettling-especially because
educated individuals tend to join in
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greaterproportions. Implyingthat those
committingerrors keep contributingfor
yearswithoutrevisingtheirpriorbeliefsis
even more difficult to believe. As in the
two models elaboratedabove, the conditional membershipdecisionreplicatesthe
initial choice to join. While theremay be
some exogenous forces promptinga few
individualsto leave, the outcomesgenerally ought to be the same underall three
models.
A more reasonablesuppositionis that
the decision to join makes sense as a
strategy by individuals who recognize
their lack of knowledge. Members join
groups to learn about them, and as they
acquireknowledge,some can be expected
to leave. The politics of experiential
search offer a superior perspective for
understandingretentionand integratingit
with the initial membershipchoice.

A Theory of ExperientialSearch
Organizational membership can be
conceptualized as a search process.
Citizenslack completeinformationabout
all of the alternativegroups they might
join and the associatedcosts and benefits.
They presumablywould like to discover
an organizationor organizationsthat will
give them enough returns relative to
costs-regardless of the types of benefits
they seek-that they will be contentto remain.
Experientialsearchcan be distinguished
from the economicsliteratureon sequential search (for an excellent recent overview, see Mortensen1986). In the latter,
individuals typically search sequentially
until they meet their reservationwage or
price,wherethe expectedmarginalcost of
an additionaliterationequalsthe expected
marginalreturn.In thesemodels, workers
or consumersgather informationbefore
takinga job or purchasinga product.
There are some models (e.g., Burdett
1978; Wilde 1979) that permit on-the-job

or experientiallearningby workerswithin
a sequential search framework. These
perspectivesare much closer in spirit to
the experiential search theory propounded here, but there are still important differences. For example, by and
large, workers must search for a job,
while there is no similar compulsion to
join a public interestgroup.
In looking for an organizationto fill
their needs, individual decision makers
with fixedpreferenceshave threeoptions:
they can (1) concludethat given the problems of obtaining information and the
costs of membership,it is advisable to
give up; (2) searchover alternativeassociationswithoutcontributing;or (3) join an
organization to learn whether membership is worthwhile. This final option,
learning through exposure, can have a
number of facets-developing an understanding about how a group functions,
whether it is effective in achieving its
goals, and whetherits outputs are in line
with one's preferences,to name a few.
Given the low monetary cost of joining
numerous voluntary associations,
particularlypublic interestgroups, many
should opt for experiential learning
because it is an efficient informationgatheringtechnique.9
A factor predisposingsearchersto join
an organizationis that many attributesof
membershipare only observableby participation.These are specific characteristics, while those that can be observed
without joining are general characteristics. Thesetwo types can be thoughtof as
opposite poles on a continuum that
reflects the difficulty of acquiringinformation without making a commitment;
most informational traits combine
elementsof both.
Almost every factor incorporatedinto
the joining (or retention)calculuscan be
described,at least partially, as a specific
characteristic.The only purely general
feature of organizationalmembershipis
the dues level. If the remainingfactors
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were ranked from more to less general, deduce that their donationswill have no
impact on the level of collective goods
they might roughlybe rankedas follows:
Presume too that purposive
provided.
purposive
levels,
dues
costs other than
and solidary incentives play no role in
benefits, divisible benefits, solidary
eliciting contributions. Even in this exbenefits, and collective benefits.
When the costs of evaluating specific tremecase where lack of knowledgeis irqualities are relatively low, prospective relevant for an individual'svaluation of
collective,purposive,or solidarybenefits,
contributorswill tend, ceterisparibus,to
join, accumulate knowledge, and then imperfectinformationstill ought to be a
decide either to quit or to stay and learn majorfactorin members'decisioncalculi.
If contributors are motivated by
more. Since a reasonableinferenceis that
returns, it is unlikely that they
solidary
and
one accumulates knowledge more
a full idea of the value of these
have
will
rate
the
expected
over
time,
slowly
more
of droppingout should diminishtempor- benefitseither.Only immersionin day-today organizationaloperationswill permit
ally. Specific characteristicsshould also
be more importantfor newcomers than them to see whetherthe interpersonalinteractionsare sufficientlyrewarding.
for veterans.
Experientialsearchshouldbe especially
In the organizationalcontext, first-time
joiners will have imperfect information germane for learning about collective
about costs other than dues. How can the goods. Member education should have
costs of phone calls asking for assis- several elements. Contributorsought to
tance-writing legislators, contacting becomemorecognizantof what collective
benefits their organizationactually profothermembers,and so on-or appealsfor
monetarycontributionsin excess of dues fers. Furthermore,those who believe that
be establishedwithout error in advance? theircontributionsto the provisionof colAs contributorsspend time in the group, lective goods are nontrivial should learn
about the value of thesegoods and the inthey will develop a growingawarenessof
the true price of membershipand behave significance of their contributions.
Memberswho donate resourcesto have
accordingly.
an impact on the magnitude of public
Along these same lines, the value of
purposive benefits will be increasingly goods provided-and not because they
gain purposiverewardsfrom contributing
evident with experience. Although
to collective goods-should leave the
initial
memberswill probablyhave some
group over time, ceterisparibus.
idea about what the group stands for,
To reiterate,citizenswith perfectinforthey will graduallylearnwhetherit represents those things that provide them with mation (or those who have imperfectinformationbut never learn)will join those
consumptionbenefits.
organizationsthat have the highest net
members
potential
Before they join,
will also lack completeinformationabout benefits for them. While changes in exthe quality of the divisible benefits fur- ogenous conditions might lead some to
nished to participants.Accuratelyassess- exit, the strong presumptionis, Once a
ing the full value of a groups' offerings participant, always a participants But
without consuming them regularlyis all when the assumptionof imperfectinforbut impossible;membershipoffersan op- mation is embeddedwithin the experienportunity to learn about their utility tial search framework,quitting becomes
comprehensible.
firsthand.
Group membershipmight usefully be
This inference has an important imconceptualized as a decision-theoretic
plication:Supposethatbeforeengagingin
experiential search, small contributors processin which membersjoin an organi1133
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Figure 1. Organizational Membership as Experiential Search
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zation and then reevaluatetheir decision
in accordance with what they have
learned about the costs and benefits of
participating(see Figure1). Eachmembership renewal period is another stage in
this decisionprocess. And each time, the
contributor has better information.
Learning about specific characteristics
continuesindefinitely,but the amount of
additional information accumulated
through experiential search diminishes
over time. Membersweed themselvesout,
especiallyduringtheirfirstfew yearsin an
organization. Information updating can
reinforce a propensity to remain in the
group for anothercontributionperiod or
lead to the conclusionthat membershipis
less valuablethanforegoneopportunities.
Those abdicating membership either
become politically inactive or continue
searchingfor an alternative that makes
participationworthwhile. For those who
stay in the organization,over-timelearning should become a less and less salient
factor in the decision whether to stay or
go.

SEARCHEND

Experiential Search Theory:
An Empirical Test
The experientialsearch theory implies
that withdrawalis a rationalresponseby
imperfectly informed decision makers.
Unlike the previous three models, under
this formulation members' cost-benefit
calculations should change substantially
over time. This expectationhas three implications that can be tested with crosssectional data on Common Cause membership:11(1) a model of the conditional
membershipdecisionshoulduncoverfairly
strong relationshipsbetween costs and
benefits, even for those individualswho
have previously elected to join; (2) the
longer contributors have been in the
organization,the less likely they ought to
be to leave, becausethe likelyincrementin
knowledgedeclinesover time; and (3) the
impact of those factors that guide the
retention calculus, particularly highly
specific characteristics, ought to be
strongerfor relativenewcomers.
The true test of this frameworkis how
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well these theoretical assertions explain
behavior in the empirical world. Too
often studentsof organizationalmembership have been content to utilize a few
descriptive tables-largely because they
were analyzing the initial membership
decision with data only about members.
This research focuses on testable hypotheses about membershipdynamics.
The empirical analysis of Common
Cause renewal decisions unfolds in four
steps. First,to providethe propercontext,
I outline the costs and benefits of contributing to the association. Second, I
provide descriptive data about the reasons memberssay they initiallyjoined, to
establish a baseline for comparisonwith
theirsubsequentdecisions.Third,I examine whether those who belong to an
organizationlearn over time, to provide
side evidence about the assertionsmade
earlier.Finally,I makemodels of the conditional membershipprocess operational
and directlytest them to determinewhich
is most empiricallyvalid.
The Costsand Benefitsof CommonCause
Membership
CommonCause is the most prominent
of the new wave of organizationsassociatedwith the burgeoningconsumermovement of the late 1960sand early 1970s(for
a detailedcase study of CommonCause,
see McFarland1984). This feature alone
makes it a natural candidate for study.
But it is the leadership's strong dependence on its more than 200 thousandmembersthat makesit especiallyappealing for analysis. The members are
essential because of both their financial
contributionsand their activism at key
points during the organization'sexternal
politicalbattles. What, then, are the costs
and benefitsthat motivatecitizensto contributeto Common Cause?
Initially joining the association is a
reasonably low-cost activity. Organizational dues are predictablymoderate:$20

per year. Membersare fairly well-offtheirmedianfamily incomein 1981fell in
the $25 to $35 thousandrange,about 50%
higher than the national average.12 A
tenableassumptionis that relativelywellheeledcontributorscan learnabout Common Cause or other moderately priced
organizationsthroughexperientialsearch.
Thesemembersshoulddiscovernew informationabout the value of belonging.
They learn that thereare additionalcosts
to participation.Membersare solicitedto
give more financial support, and many
comply. In fact, 63% of those surveyed
reportedcontributingmore than the required$20. Despitethis generosity,Common Cause, with a staff of less than one
hundred,lacks the financial resourcesto
compete on an even footing with private
interest groups. Like public interest
associations generally, it employs other
instrumentsto make up for these shortfalls. One critical resource is energizing
contributors to become politically involved. Members are asked to give of
their time and become part of Common
Cause's activist core. They are encouraged to immerse themselves in the
association's sophisticated, congressionally based, grassrootsnetwork, as well as
in state and local organizations.
It is difficultto be simplya passivecontributor. Those preferringonly to write
checkswill find themselvesthe targetsof
periodicmobilizationeffortswhen battles
over issues pinpointedby the leadership
come to a head. Forty-threepercentof all
membersin the survey (32% of the rank
andfile and 68%of the activists)saidthey
had been contactedby CommonCausein
the past year and asked to write to Congress about some issue.13
Contributorsalso have opportunitiesto
learnabout the completegamutof organizational benefits. Although the stereotypical individual who joins Common
Cause is characterizedas a liberal dogooder, the leadershipobviously believes
that divisible benefits are necessary to
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keepmembershappy. A bimonthlymagazine is distributedto associationmembers
as an enticementto contribute;perhaps
the consumption of this and the other
political information furnished is sufficient to elicit a minimalannualcontribution.14

Some may perceive another private
returnfrom participation,namely, career
advancement. Suggestingself-promotion
as a motivationis antitheticalto the high
moral ground that Common Cause tries
to occupy, but it is consistent with
Olson's by-product theory. An unexpectedly high proportion of respondents-23 %-replied that they had
political aspirations. Thirty-five percent
of those surveyed stated that they either
had political aspirationsor had at some
time sought a party position, an elected
office, or an appointed office. When
broken down between rank and file and
activists, the percentagesare 32 and 45,
respectively.This discoverysuggeststhat
the participationof many allegedlyaltruistic liberals may be motivated by the
searchfor a springboardonto the political
opportunity structure (Schlesinger1966)
or perhaps by a desire to be educated
about liberalpositions. If it does the trick,
membership is renewed; if not, the
aspirant moves on and continues to
search.
Common Cause has been involved in
many celebrated battles, generally
associatedwith "goodgovernment"issues
designed to provide a host of nonexclusive collective goods. The leadership
selects its policy areas carefullyto maintain membershiployalty. To gatherinformation about constituentpreferences,the
staff annuallypolls contributorsfor their
opinions about the Common Cause
political agenda. Choosing those issues
over which opinions are particularly
homogeneousis consideredespeciallyimportant (McFarland1984).
This decision-making strategy has
severalinterestingimplications.It implies

a belief that members either think they
have an impacton the provisionof collective goods or get considerablevalue from
the purposive statement that their participationin CommonCausemakesto the
world. Assumingthat the leadership'sinferenceis correct,this conflict-minimizing
strategy should also mitigate the impact
on retentiondecisions of members'satisfaction or dissatisfactionover the association'spoliticalactions. If those in charge
selected issues exclusively on other
criteria, for instance, if they mistakenly
viewed political action as a by-product
that has no weight in participants'decision calculi, then contributors'evaluations of CommonCause'spoliticalefforts
would be more germane in conditional
membershipdecisions.
Common Cause's decentralizedstructureobviously providesampleopportunities for interpersonalinteractions(see also
McFarland1984). Although much of this
is a productof organizationalweaknesslack of funds forces the staff to rely heavily upon its othermajorresource,an energetic membership-it may also be a
strength when it comes to keeping contributorsin the organization.
Why Join in the FirstPlace?
Information on members' professed
reasons for joining Common Cause cannot explainwhy people belong. Thereare
no data on those electing not to sign up.
However, contributors'beliefsabout why
they originally joined do furnish a vantage point from which the retentionprocess can be understood.Are participants'
reasons for staying or leaving consistent
with their assessmentsof why they initially contributed?Or do other unrelated
factors enter their calculations?
Using an open-endedformat, members
were asked why they joined. Their
responses were coded according to the
type of benefits they seemed to value
most. The most intriguingresult is that
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the vast majority of contributorsbelieve
that they got involved for purposive
reasons (Table1). Evenemployingan extraordinarilybroad definitionof selective
benefits, 72% of respondents must be
classified as professing that purposive

concerns stimulated them to sign up.15
These data are consistent with the experientialsearch argumentthat members
know little about the specific costs and
benefits of belonging when they initially
join. General reformist tendencies were

Table 1. Members' Proclaimed Reasons for Joining Common Cause
Reasonfor joining

Numberof
Respondents

Percentage

169
162

14.7
14.1

Purposivebenefits
Supportsgeneralgoals, issues, or efforts
Keepsgovernmenthonest and fair
Reforms,improvesgovernment;makesgovernmentmore
responsive
Combatsspecialinterests,lobbyists, PACs, corporations,
big business
Supportspublicinterestand the commongood
Is a watchdog-investigatory
group
Is a nonpartisangroup
Protestspoliticalpower and corruption
Supportsin general(no issue content)
Is concernedabout democracy
Is antigovernmentor anti-politicalparties
Appealsto sense of civic duty
Addressesproblemsin society, governmentpolicies
Maintainschecksand balances
Is uniqueand important
Needs financialsupport
Is a liberaland anticonservativegroup
Subtotal

132

11.5

79
71
53
26
21
20
18
17
13
11
10
9
8
6
825

6.9
6.2
4.6
2.3
1.8
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.1
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.5
71.9

Selectivebenefits(collectiveor divisible)
Makesmembereffective
Providespoliticalinformation
Addressesspecificissue(s)
Offersa chancefor personalpoliticalactivity
Providescollectiveaction necessaryfor change
Suppliesleadership
Providesrepresentation
Informscitizensand encouragesparticipatorydemocracy
Offersa chance to be mobilizedon issues
Is effective
Is an activist organization
Subtotal

65
53
35
32
28
26
18
12
11
9
5
294

5.7
4.6
3.0
2.8
2.4
2.3
1.6
1.0
1.0
0.8
0.4
25.6

11
3
14

1.0
0.3
1.3

16
1,149

1.4
100.2

Solidarybenefits
Familyor friendsbelong
Joiningis part of life style-social reasons
Subtotal
Miscellaneous
Total
1137
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Table 2. Organizational Experience and Knowledge about Group (%)
Mean Percentage

PercentageCorrect

Years
in Group

0

25

50

75

100

Correct

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

34.1
34.9
20.4
9.6
7.3
12.1
5.4
2.5
4.9
3.4
2.8
5.3

31.7
23.3
18.4
19.3
15.9
13.6
14.7
13.6
10.7
11.2
8.4
5.3

26.8
30.2
28.6
22.9
35.4
28.8
28.7
25.9
29.1
16.9
25.2
23.7

4.9
8.1
25.5
42.2
30.5
30.3
31.0
42.0
32.0
47.2
28.0
39.5

2.4
3.5
7.1
6.0
11.0
15.2
20.2
16.0
23.3
21.3
35.5
26.3

27.5
30.5
45.2
53.9
55.5
55.7
61.4
63.9
64.6
70.0
71.3
69.1

116

159

307

368

205

1,115

Number
of Cases

Note: X2 = 254, df = 44. Eachcell gives the percentageof memberswho havebeenin groupforx years(row)
who get the designatedpercentage(column)of the answerscorrect.

especially evident among those with a
purposiveimpetus.Evenmany whose initial participation allegedly reflects the
questfor selectivebenefitsexhibita broad
participatoryimpulse. They claim they
chose CommonCauseto be politicallyeffective or mobilized and generally not
becauseof specificissuesor otherdetailed
benefits.
Do MembersLearn?
An assumption underpinningthe experiential search framework is that
members learn about the costs and
benefits of participating.More extensive
knowledge about these organizational
featurescan lead to higheror lower levels
of retention. But regardlessof whether
membersstay or leave, learningis a fundamental component of experiential
search.16 A prerequisitefor validatingthis
perspectiveis ascertainingwhether contributorslearnthroughorganizationalexposure.17 In Common Cause, individuals
with many years of associational experienceareno differentsociodemographically than newcomers.They are indistin-

guishable in terms of education or income, so any variation must emanate
from other sources. Findings that longterm contributorsknow more about the
organization would demonstrate that
memberslearnand would provideimportant side evidencethat experientialsearch
is fundamentalfor associationalmembership.
Several straightforwardtests clearly
show thatnew arrivalsand long-timecontributors are only distinguishableas a
result of their organizationalexposure.
Membersanswereda batteryof four basic
questions about their organizational
acumen.18When respondents'knowledge
is broken out by length of membership,
the experiential search perspective
receives strong support. Long-timecontributors know a great deal more than
newcomers(Table2). Roughly one-third
of the one- or two-year membersmissed
all four of thesequestions;the sameis true
of less than 5% of the memberswho have
been in the groupfor more than 10 years.
Also, as expected, the mean level of
knowledge from one cohort to the next
shows a clear pattern of diminishing
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Table 3. OrganizationalExperienceand Group Issue Opinions
(CommonCause Memberswithout Opinions)(%)
OrganizationalExperience
(Yearsin Group)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Issue
Limitgovernmentspending
Sunsetlegislation
Campaignfinance
Equalrightsamendment
Lobbydisclosure

58 38
40 23
24 24
28 30
20 20

37
20
11
26
14

31 40
21 11
10 6
19 24
8 5

37
13
7
19
9

33
9
5
13
5

39
11
1
18
1

51
6
2
17
3

45
8
1
12
1

51
14
7
15
11

43
10
3
13
4

Total
Percentage

Number
of Cases

X2

41
14
7
18
7

1,155
1,164
1,167
1,162
1,174

22*
54**
74**
25**
56**

*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

*p < .05
**p < .01

Table 4. OrganizationalExperienceand PersonalIssue Opinions
(CommonCause Memberswithout Opinions) (%)
OrganizationalExperience
(Yearsin Group)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Issue
Limitgovernmentspending
Sunsetlegislation
Campaignfinance
Equalrightsamendment
Lobbydisclosure
Defensespending
Equalityof opportunity
Social servicespending
Inflation
Abortion
Minimumguaranteedincome
School busing
Nuclearenergy
Soviet relations

5 8 7 7 6 9 3 2 8 5 3 6
2 3 9 2 1 6 2 1 1 3 1 3
2 1 6 6 2 4 2 1 0 1 2 4
0 3 6 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2
0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
10 10 4 11 12 9 6 3 5 5 5 10
3 16 19 12 17 6 18 10 17 17 19 12
5 11 6 10 1 14 6 6 10 8 8 8
13 22 16 22 20 18 11 16 21 21 24 19
10 1 7 5 2 4 2 4 2 1 3 3
13 8 16 14 17 14 12 18 16 16 20 17
8 15 10 14 11 6 15 15 16 17 20 13
8 10 10 14 20 11 15 11 13 11 8 17
33 39 25 20 32 34 32 27 29 31 29 30

Total
Percentage
6
3
3
2
1
7
15
8
19
3
15
14
13
30

Number
of Cases

X2

1,173
1,183
1,181
1,182
1,186
1,180
1,179
1,167
1,167
1,178
1,172
1,176
1,180
1,180

9
21*
15
13
11
15
18
13
11
16
7
12
13
10

*p <.05

marginalreturnswith organizationalexperience.A year has roughlyfour timesas
much impact for newcomersas for longtime members.
Next, consider knowledge about the
collectivegoods that CommonCausefurnishes.Memberswere askedabout associational positions on five issues on the
group's political agenda. In four out of
five instances,new membersare substantially morelikely to replythat they do not
know the Common Cause position on
these policies (Table 3).19 But when

queried about their own positions on
either these issues or other items not on
the Common Cause agenda, differences
between older and newer members are
nonexistent, with one slight exception
(Table4).
While recent membersare as opinionated about the publicagendaas long-time
contributors,they are less well versed in
the organization'sstances. A substantial
portion of new memberscould not have
been motivated to join the group by its
overall issue positions, since they did not
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know them. This finding supports the
belief that general, largely purposive
benefits,ratherthan returnsfrom specific
collectivegoods, are at the heartof the initial joiningdecision.
The learningprocess is also apparently
fundamentalfor the leap from rank and
file to activist status. Stated bluntly, activists are made, not born. Modal activists have been in the organization for
threeyears when they move up from the
rankand file; a scant 10% of all members
are activists from the start.20This behavior is consistentwith a searchframework. Imperfectlyinformed individuals
join the organization,learn about it, and
decidewhat theirnext step is-whether to
drop out, remainin the rank and file, or
step up to the activist cadre.
The learning process provides initial
side evidence that experientialsearchis a
fundamental component of organizational membership. Contributors write
checks and then refine their knowledge
about the organization.
Exploringthe ConditionalMembership
Process
Quitting is an important consequence
of experientialsearch.Thisperspectiverequires that some membersleave, but the
likelihoodof exit shoulddiminishwith experience.
Retention decisions should be explicable using the experiential search
framework. To test this, four nested
models, similar to those previously discussed, are made operational: (1) the
Olsonian model in which divisible
benefits are assumed to exceed costs;
(2) the same model with organizational
experienceincorporated;(3) this second
specification with collective benefits
added; and (4) a complete formulation
that also takesinto accountpurposiveand
solidary returns. Estimation of these
models permitsthe determinationof both
whetherorganizationalsearchis involved

and what specific factors drive Common
Cause participants to retain or revoke
their membership.
Measurement. The likelihood of
membershipretention in the next contribution period-the dependent variable-is made operationalusing a sevenpoint scale. Scores range from one for
those certain to quit to seven for those
certain to remain. Roughly consistent
with CommonCause's78%renewalrate,
54% of all members queried responded
that they were certainto renew (it should
be remembered that the sample is
weighted toward activists; only 49% of
the rank and file expressedcertaintythat
they would stay). The other 46% expressed different levels of uncertainty
(scored from six to one): 26% called
renewal very likely; 12% said it was
likely; 3% suggested that they were not
sure; and another 6% claimed that they
were not very likely to, were unlikelyto,
or definitely would not renew their
membership.Half of the organizationwas
up for grabsto one degreeor another,and
a nontrivial minority was relatively certain of leaving Common Cause.
The factors posited to structure this
choicearemadeoperationalin the following manner:
1. Costs of membershipare measuredas
the ability to pay (familyincome)and the
respondent'ssensitivity to costs.21
2. The relevanceof threedivisiblebenefits
are incorporated:(a) the importanceof
publications and whether contributions
would cease without them; (b) the perceived value of political information;and
(c) whetheror not a memberhas political
aspirations.2
3. The lure of collectivebenefitsis gauged
by whetherindividuals(a) agreewith the
positions of Common Cause on key
issues; (b) consider the leadershipeffective in providingcollectivegoods; (c) are
active in the group; and (d) believe that
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they are efficaciousin the productionof
collective goods.23
4. Learningis measuredby organizational
experience,made operational to capture
the hypothesis of diminishing marginal
returns with both a logarithmic and a
linear term of the numberof years in the
organization. Incorporating linear and
logarithmicterms is a standardmeans of
measuring diminishing marginal returns
(e.g., Maddala1977).
5. Purposive benefits are tapped by
whetherrespondentsfeel an obligationas
good citizens to participateand whether
they care about the group.24
6. Solidary benefits are measured by
whether the membersvalue the interpersonal interactions Common Cause provides and a dummy variable on whether
they have friends and colleagues within
the organization.25
Given these indicators, many expectations are straightforward.Others are not
as clear as they might seem and will be
contingenton how well Common Cause
provides benefits-for instance, the degree to which the organization satisfies
members who want to promote their
political careers or who seek rewarding
interpersonalrelationships.
One clear,importantexpectationis that
the sign for the logarithmic version of
organizational experience ought to be
positive (but there is no expectationfor
the linear term); this would reflect the
diminishingmarginalimpact of experiential learning. Organizationalexperience
acts as a surrogatefor the respondents'
level of information and their certainty
about a host of factors that are correlated
with time. As the previous empirical
analysesdemonstrate,membersgradually
learn about how a group functions and
slowly develop an understandingof its
positions. They should also becomemore
certainabout theirsubjectivevaluationof
the host of benefitsthat the associationoffers. A big advantagein employingyears
in the organization is that it is a con-

tinuous measure,which makes it feasible
to test the hypothesis of diminishing
marginalreturns.26
It is possibleto debatewhethersome of
the otherindicatorsmeasureone factoror
another.Some ambiguitiesare inevitable,
since benefit types are not empiricallyorthogonalto one another;and particularly
in the case of collective and purposive
rewards(to be discussedshortly), imperfectly informed individuals are likely to
confound one benefit with another. On
the whole, however, the indicatorsin this
analysis gauge what has traditionally
been meant by divisible, collective, purposive, and solidary benefits, as well as
the costs of membership.
Results and interpretations.The ordinary least squares estimates for these
models (Table 5) show that the retention
decision is explicable.27Even when the
focus of analysis is currentmembers-a
homogeneous, truncated sample of
society-it is possible to separate out
those prone to stay from those likely to
leave. Such results are inconsistentwith
the informationalassumptionsunderlying
previous formulationsof the joining process.
A framework incorporating various
kinds of returns and learning does a
superiorjob to more limitedalternatives.
A series of F tests comparingeach model
with its more restricted predecessormodel 2 with model 1 (F2,1076 = 33.15; p<
.01);model 3 with model2 (F4,971= 42.11;
p <.01); and model 4 with model 3 (F4,911
= 7.93; p< .05)-clearly identifymodel 4
as the best specification(see Pindyckand
Rubinfeld1981, 117-19, for an explication of joint F tests). Lookingat selective
incentivesgeneratedvia divisiblebenefits
is not enough; collective, solidary, and
purposive benefits, as well as organizational learning, also affect the decision
calculus.28

The whole gamut of costs and benefits
go into the retentiondecision.29The price
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Table 5. Determinants of Retention Decisions
Variable
Constant
Costs
Ability to pay
Low sensitivityto costs
Moderatesensitivityto costs
Divisiblebenefits
Value of politicalinformation
Publications'value
Low sensitivityto provisionof publications
Moderatesensitivityto provisionof publications
Politicalaspirations
Learning
Organizationalexperience
Naturallog of organizationalexperience
Collectivebenefits
Agreementwith group'spositions
Assessmentof leadership'sachievements
Activismin group
Feelingof personalefficacyregardinggroup
Purposivebenefits
Careabout group
Sense of citizenduty
Solidarybenefits
Value interaction
Friendsor colleaguesare members
Numberof cases
AdjustedR2
.
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~,3 ~ ~ ~

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

6.25**

5.38**

2.55**

.61**

.01
1.11**
.51**

-.01
1.04**
.52**

.03
.83**
.45**

.03
.78**
.42**

.01*
.15**
.29**
.24**
-.15**

.01
.15**
.20**
.21**
-.19**

.01
.09**
.12
.12
-.18**

.03
.08**
.08
.06
-.11

-.03
.60**

-.02
.38**

-.02
.39**

.01**
.30**
.08**
.05**

.01**
.27**
lo**
.05**
.04**
.07**
.12**
lo**

1,114
.18

~ ~ ~~2

1,085

986

.22

.34

930

.36

.3

*p <.10

**p < .05

of membershipis an importantconsideration, although ability to pay, per se, is
not. While all members know the
monetary cost of joining, some are especiallysensitiveto it. Those findingthat
membershipis not worth the opportunity
costs-of foregoing participation in
another organization, for instancedepart and either search elsewhere or
becomeinactive.
The salience of divisible benefits is
more nebulous. When the Olsonian
model is made operational the group's
publications, the political informationit
provides, and the opportunities it fur-

nishesto politicalaspirantsall appearimportant.When other benefitsare fully integrated into the decision framework,
however, everything but the value of
Common Cause publicationsis insignificant, and even the estimateof its impactis
halved.
The utility of the Olsonian framework
as a predictivemodel for retentiondecisions in public interest groups is questionable. As an explanatoryframework,
it is even less successful. This is not a
direct indictment of a perspective designed to explain initial joining in
economic groups. However, it does pro-
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vide some reason to doubt the assumptions underlying this decision-making
model.
The effect of political aspirations,
althoughinsignificantin the finalmodel (t
= 1.3), is neverthelessintriguing.These
individuals are less likely to remain in
Common Cause than other contributors.
Once they learn about the true natureof
the organization-its antagonisticstance
toward political parties, for examplethey may decide that Common Cause is
the wrong place for them and move on.
Evenif the politicallyambitiousare more
likely than others to join the association
(and given the percentage of members
who have such motivations, this is probably the case), they can still be more
prone to quit. Conversely, the relationship betweenfutureaspirationsand retention will be positive in organizationsthat
are good mechanismsfor building political careers.
Collectivebenefitsappearto be an importantelementin the conditionaljoining
calculus. These findings refute the assertion that membersnever learn about collective goods; if the latter were the case,
these estimates would be insignificant.
Despite the fact that few memberscited
suchreturnsas the principalreasonfor initially joining, they seem to be the most
relevantfactor for the retentionchoice.30
Assessmentof the leadership,level of activism, and feelingsof efficacyall have an
impact.So too does agreementwith Common Cause'spositions. Of particularsalience are those good governmentissuessunset legislation,campaignfinance, and
regulation of lobbyists-in which the
organization has traditionally been involved.31

An explanationfor this tensionbetween
the apparent insignificanceof collective
benefits in joining decisions and their
criticalrole for retentioncalculicenterson
experientialsearch. Many people are ignorantabout the organizationwhen they
first sign on but gradually learn upon

joining. All they might know initially is
that CommonCause is a group that deals
with good government issues and for
which experientialsearchcomes cheaply.
After contributing, they discover more
specifically what the organization does
and how much it accomplishes. These
data are employed in calculatingwhether
or not to stay in the group. Members
move away from a concern about seemingly purposivebenefits toward an interest in more specificcollective returns.
This result implies that the traditional
dichotomybetweenpurposiveand collective benefits-the formerrepresentingan
adherenceto the group'sstated goals and
the latter reflecting members' beliefs
about theirimpacts on the productionof
collective goods-reflects a false distinction. The difference between these two
types of rewardsis overwhelmed,at least
as it is tapped by survey instrumentsin
the public interestgroup context, by the
conditioningeffect of informationon the
estimated policy benefits derived from
membership.
Put another way, what is being interpretedas collectivebenefitsmay really be
specific statements about purposive
returns(this has previously been implied
in Hardin1982). Contributors'responses
may reflect their perceptions of the
group's,andnot theirpersonal,impacton
the provision of collectivebenefits.Their
assessmentof the group'sleadershipand
policiesis importantfor decidingwhether
to exit because they think the organization can have an impact on the production of publicgoods. They learnabout the
group's efficacy and how their policy
preferencescorrespondto the organization's and either stay or depart accordingly. Learningintegratesinitial and conditional membership:broad motivations
are replacedby morespecificones. Group
leaders have an incentive to foster the
confusionbetween individualand associational efficacy. To the extent that they
control the information contributors
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employ to update their cost-benefit
calculi, the eliteswill add to the confusion
by telling membersthat they make a differenceby acting collectively.
Explicitly purposive benefits are still
germane.CommonCauseis a good place
for people who really care about such
returns and want to be good citizens.
Even broad policy attachments to the
group may make participationsatisfying.
Consequently,contributorswho have an
abiding interestin being good citizens or
who develop a strong identificationwith
Common Cause tend to keep on giving.
To summarize, these findings about
collectiveand purposiverewardssupport
the proposition that members go from
generalto specific reasons for staying or
leaving as they become more knowledgeable. This explanationis consistent with
the side evidenceabout learning.All that
is additionallyrequiredis the assumption
that individualsrecognize their informational shortfalls before joining and
employ experiential search to remedy
them partially. This strategy leads
members to offer vaguely purposive
reasons for initially joining and more
specific concerns about collective goods
for staying or leaving.
Similarly, solidary benefits are rarely
mentionedas a major reason for joining.
Yet they too are significantfactors in the
retention choice. For those seeking such
interactions,the organizationdeliversthe
goods. Others may discover that a byproduct of searchingover purposiveand
collective benefitsis a rewardingassociational involvement. Again, the tension
between initial and subsequent conditional membershipchoicesstemsfrom the
fact that contributors learn over time.
Those who find rewardinginterpersonal
relationships stay in Common Cause;
those who either do not care about such
interactionsor decide that the organization does not providethe solidarybenefits
they desire, depart.
The findingsregardinglearningoffer a

second test of the experiential search
theory and, once again, provide validation. Specifically, they lend credence to
the hypothesis that experientiallearning
yields diminishingmarginalreturns.Each
year has a positive, yet declining,impact
on the probabilitythat memberswill remain committed even after all the standard costs and benefits of joining are incorporated into the model. Ceteris
paribus, a newcomer scores threequarters-of-a-pointlower on the sevenpoint scale than the most veteran contributors. In other words, there is considerablevacillationamongnew members
about their future intentions, but this
uncertaintydissipatesover time. By and
large, departing contributorsare recent
converts who, upon learning about the
group, becomedisenchanted;they are not
long-termmemberswho grow boredwith
Common Cause.
Similarly,the overall predictionsfrom
the full experientialsearch model (model
4) lend credenceto the hypothesisthat the
probability of staying increases temporally but at a diminishingrate (Figure2).
The impact of the early years is roughly
five times greater than the effect of the
later years; and, as discussedpreviously,
there are no obvious differencesbetween
long-termmembersand newcomersthat
might renderthis relationshipartifactual.
The only possible inference is that individualslearn and update theirinformation. Those who like what they see stay,
and the rest search elsewhere. This conclusion is consistent with Common
Cause'sown troublesin holdingonto new
members. Only about 55% of first-year
members continue to contribute the
following year, while roughly 90% of
long-timemembersremain.
Finally, consider what happens when
the sample is split between newcomersthose contributingfor six years or less
and veterans and a revised version of
model 4 is estimated (Table 6).32 Most
strikingly-but predictably from an ex-
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Figure 2. Retention Predictions
and Organizational Experience
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Note: Predictionsare based on the seven-pointscaleused to measurea respondent'sprobabilityof retention.
Scoresrangefrom one (certainto quit) to seven (certainto renew).

perientialsearch perspective-the model
does a superior job of explaining why
newcomerscome and go as comparedto
veterans. Longer-term members more
closely approximatethe full information
ideal and are prone to departfor idiosyncratic reasons. Also as predicted,specific
characteristicsloom largerin newcomers'
retentiondecisions.
Whilethereis no appreciabledifference
between the two samples in the findings
for purposive benefits (no coefficient is
significant),thereare variationsin the effects of solidary benefits and especially
collectivereturns.In the latterthe impact
of thesefactorsis strongerfor newcomers
than for veterans. Not only is learning
about specificcharacteristicscrucial, it is

especiallysalientfor those who arenew to
the organization.33
All threetests of the experientialsearch
perspective support its validity as a
superior framework for conceptualizing
the retentionchoice. Membersmake their
decisionsin a systematic,comprehensible
fashion. The decision to remain in the
organizationreflects their discovery that
the group provides the benefits they are
searchingfor. Learningis an important
componentin understandinghow conditional membership choices are made.
Overallpredictionsabout the probability
of remainingin the organizationreflect
the diminishingmarginalreturnsto be expected if individualsgarner information
through experientialsearch. An individ-
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Table 6. Retention Decisions of Shorter- and Longer-Term Members
Variable

Newcomers

Constant
Costs
Ability to pay
Low sensitivityto costs
Moderatesensitivityto costs
Divisiblebenefits
Value of politicalinformation
Publications'value
Low sensitivityto provisionof publications
Moderatesensitivityto provisionof publications
Politicalaspirations
Learning
Organizationalexperience
Collectivebenefits
Agreementwith group'spositions
Assessmentof leadership'sachievements
Activismin group
Feelingof personalefficacyregardinggroup
Purposivebenefits
Care about group
Sense of citizenduty
Solidarybenefits
Value interaction
Friendsor colleaguesare members
Numberof cases
AdjustedR2

-.23
.04
1.12**
.58**
-.01
.12*
.29*
.09
-.19

Veterans
2.06**
.01
.56**
.23**
.06
.07*
.10
-.03
-.10

.10**

.04*

.01**
.28**
.16**
.02

.01**
.24**
.08*
.06*

.05
.10

.04
.04

-.04
.20**
370
.40

.13
.06
560
.24

*P < .10
*p < .Q5

ual's first years in the organizationare sion is fundamental for organizational
especially important-particularly for stability and is a constantsource of anxilearningabout highly specificcharacteris- ety for groupleaders.It reflectsan experitics.
ential searchprocess throughwhich contributorsacquire information and make
increasinglyknowledgeablechoices.
Conclusions:Experiential
This perspectiveis very differentfrom
Searchand the RetentionChoice either a game-theoretic framework or
those decision-theoreticmodels adopted
Understandingwhy people leave or re- by previous analysts of organizational
main in groups has received little atten- membership.Here it is assumedthat imtion. The retentiondecisionshouldnot be
perfectly informed decision makers are
takenas a given, that is, somethingthat is
aware of their shortfalls and take them
determinedby the initial choice to coninto account in making choices while
tribute.The conditionalmembershipdeci- playing against nature. Becauseaccruing
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informationis costly, thereis an incentive
to become informedin the most efficient
way possible. If the price of membership
is small and a mistakeis easily rectifiedat
the next contribution period, joining a
groupand learningabout it experientially
may well be the optimal strategy.
Common Cause membersbehave very
much in this manner.The following picture of the average contributoremerges
from this analysis: Individuals join an
organizationabout which they are largely
uninformed. They have a rough idea
about what it standsfor, but they lack the
detailed knowledge needed to decide
whether this is the best association for
them. They are as informed about
politics, as educated, and as wealthy as
long-time members. But they lack
organization-specificinformation, which
is best gained experientially.
Consequently,the retentionprocess is
explicable by specifying a model that
reflects information updating. Among
other things, the findingsmake clear that
early on when the incrementalinformational gains are greatest,there is a higher
probabilitythat revisingprior beliefs will
precipitatedepartures.As time progresses
and the additional impact of another
period diminishes,so too does the probability of dropping out. The accrual of
knowledge about the organization also
leads membersto rely upon more specific
criteria in making their conditional
membership decisions than they claim
motivated their initial contributions.Examining the model's overall predictions
aboutfuturemembershipbehaviorsimply
buttresses the experiential search story
further.So too does the contrastbetween
what the model revealsabout newcomers
and about veterans.
Group participationought to be conceptualizedas an experientialsearchprocess in which individuals with only imperfect information are forced to make
choices. They may commit calculated
mistakes,but they will eventuallyrectify

them. This framework makes organizational quitting understandableand provides a linkage between the initial
membershipchoice and follow-up decisions. It furnishesinsights into how the
ebb and flow of group membershipought
to vary systematically across associations, dependingupon both the costs of
contributingand the variety of benefits
available to association members. Any
number of interesting comparisons for
testing this general perspectivespring to
mind:for example,contrastingan organization like Common Cause which conducts much of its business through the
mail and over the telephone,and one like
the Leagueof Women Voters, for which
interpersonal interactions that provide
solidaryrewardsare more central.
The empirical findings suggest that
group leaders might weigh newer members'preferencesmore heavily than those
of long-time contributors,assuming that
both are equally valued. They also imply
that any educational efforts should be
centered on appealing to these newcomers;utilizingscarceresourcesto sway
veteran participantsis likely to be a less
productiveinvestment.
What is needed in the futureis the collection of data better designedto capture
the dynamicsof retentionchoices. Without a doubt, the key flaw of the present
researchis that only limitedtemporaldata
are available. Future endeavors must
employ longitudinal designs, including
studiesthat follow up on individualswho
begin, continue, and cease contributing
(andperhapsgo elsewhere);analysesthat
explicitly build in samples of the general
public as well as group members; and
researchthat incorporatesa multiplicity
of groups varying on those dimensions
that shouldaffect the amountof experiential search undertaken. Such data will
provide a better, more integratedunderstanding of why people join and either
stay in or leave organizationsthan the initial attemptmade in this analysis.
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Notes
Earlier versions of this research can be found in
California Institute of Technology Social Science
Working Paper no. 651 and in a paper presented at
the 1987 annual meeting of the Southern Political.
Science Association, Charlotte, NC. The assistance
of John Aldrich, Kim Border, Bruce Cain, Jeffrey
Dubin, Thomas Gilligan, Jonathan Nagler, Barbara
Rothenberg, and John Wright is appreciated.
1. Building a core membership is extremely important for ensuring long-term organizational survival. Even those associations that receive foundation grants and support from other organizations
may find that these sources of income are unreliable.
2. In her study of four Michigan groups, Cook
(1984) does provide some data on whether member
satisfaction-dissatisfaction is associated with intentions to remain in the organization. Moe (1980) also
touches on the decision to exit in his empirical work.
In an intriguing theoretical piece, Johnson (1987)
demonstrates that if a median voter rule were employed in determining dues levels (contributors constitute the electorate), voluntary associations would
inevitably collapse due to exit. He also correctly
notes, however, that group leaders can thwart this
potential instability. At Common Cause, for example, dues are set by those running the organization.
In his well-known work, Hirschman (1970) acknowledges that individuals may respond to changes
in organizational performance by departing.
However, his model is based on the idea that
deteriorating leadership performance over time may
precipitate either exit or voice from individuals
possessing perfect information. By contrast, the
present research explores the implications of imperfect information for members' behavior.
3. Retention is the term utilized in studies of
reenlistment decisions by military personnel (e.g.,
Gotz and McCall 1983, 1984).
4. This is a generic problem that all organizational leaders face. Employers, for instance, also
deal with the problem of holding onto valuable
workers, as well as attracting capable replacements.
What sharply distinguishes interest groups from
other organizations is that nonparticipation in the
public arena is a far more viable alternative.
5. The Common Cause survey was conducted in
the fall of 1981 by the political science department of
Stanford University. It was funded by grant
SES-8105708 from the National Science Foundation
to Heinz Eulau in support of research by Jonathan
Siegel. Many thanks to Siegel for generously sharing
these data. Because this is a stratified sample, the
descriptive information is frequently broken down
between rank-and-file members and activists; but, to
reiterate, the sample design has no impact on the
hypothesis tests conducted. Only if the sample is
stratified on the choice in question-for example,
the decision to join-is there a problem.

6. Not all of the alternative specifications are examined here. For example, Smith (1985) develops a
model of contributions to environmental organizations based on the theory of club goods. However,
none of the public goods that Common Cause (or
few other groups) might provide have an element of
excludability to them, which is essential for
translating the economic theory of clubs into one of
group membership. Similarly, Hansen (1985) furnishes a context-dependent model of membership
decisions based on prospect theory. Incorporating
his insights would require a complete panel design.
7. Although the traditional distinction between
purposive and collective benefits is employed at this
point in the analysis, a different perspective on this
dichotomy will be introduced later.
8. Moe takes the imperfect information assumption somewhat further, but almost strictly from the
perspective of group leaders (particularly, how to
structure an organization to encourage donations)
rather than from the contributors' viewpoint.
9. An interesting implication is that fewer
members will learn experientially in groups with expensive membership charges. Instead, potential contributors will use their resources to search from outside of the organization. Membership in interest
groups with relatively high dues should therefore be
less volatile than in comparatively "cheap"organizations.
10. A quintessential example of exogenous forces
is found in Wilson's (1962) observation that
"amateur Democrats" lose their enthusiasm to spend
endless hours working for the cause once an election
is over.
11. As will be discussed in more detail, the ideal
means of studying membership would be through a
panel study. The analysis presented here is a second
best alternative.
12. Respondents were asked whether their present
family income was (1) under $10,000; (2) $10,000$20,000; (3) $20,000-$25,000; (4) $25,000-$35,000;
(5) $35,000-$50,000; (6) $50,000-$75,000; (7)
$75,000-$100,000; or (8) over $100,000.
13. Seventy-three percent of those contacted actually wrote: 60% of the rank and file and 90% of all
activists. Further corroboration of the mobilization
of the membership is given by the finding that 44%
of those sampled (35% of the rank-and-file members
contacted and 78% of the activists) reported writing
in the previous year about at least one of the following six issues: a constitutional amendment limiting
government spending, sunset laws, campaign finance, reapportionment, lobby disclosure, or the
Equal Rights Amendment (ERA).
14. An overwhelming 98.5% of those queried reported reading the Common Cause publications
they receive.
15. The 31 reasons for joining listed in Table 1
were coded from 99 different answers. Only those
citing a specific issue or issues, leadership, nonpar-
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tisan group, or unique-important were subsequently
difficult to classify into the four broad categories.
They accounted for about 8% of the respondents.
16. Empirically there should be (and is) a positive
relationship between knowledge-and
organizational experience generally-and the decision to stay
in the group. Those who gain information and do
not like what they learn drop out.
17. A strong caveat is in order: Cross-sectional
evidence is being used to draw temporal conclusions. It is nevertheless hard to tell a compelling
story about how employing this cross-sectional information would confound this part of the analysis.
Thus it is worthwhile to try to uncover evidence of
contributor learning with these data, especially
because they are probably the best currently
available.
18. The four statements (with their answers), to
which members could reply true, false, or don't
know are (1) members of Common Cause elect the
governing board [true]; (2) members of Common
Cause elect the Common Cause chairman [false]; (3)
Common Cause is a federation of state and local
organizations [false]; and (4) Common Cause state
organizations determine their own issue agendas
[true]. A further check was performed to make sure
that the relationship between knowledge and tenure
is not a spurious reflection of the fact that activists
have been in the group longer. The data show that
even after controlling for whether respondents are
activists or rank-and-file members, the association
remains quite strong, although activism also is
related to organizational knowledge.
19. The one exception dealt with constitutional
amendments limiting government spending. This
issue was relatively new on the Common Cause
agenda, and long-time members themselves might
not have had time to learn about it. More than 40%
of the entire membership had no opinion on Common Cause's position on it, as compared to a maximum of 18% on the other four items.
20. Rather than being asked how many years they
have been activists, these members were requested
to choose one of five categories: (1) 8-10 years, (2)
6-7 years, (3) 4-5 years, (4) 2-3 years, and (5) 1 year
or less. The three-year estimate is conservative; it is
based on the greatest possible number of years10, 7, 5, 3, or 1-that participants might have been
involved relative to the number of years they have
been in the group. If the means of the categories
were substituted for the upper bounds, modal activists would be in their fourth year.
21. As mentioned, family income is tapped with
an eightfold variable. Cost sensitivity is gauged with
two dummy variables coded from a question in
which members were asked if they would remain in
the organization (yes, can't say, no) if Common
Cause raised its annual dues from $20 to $40.
22. Members were asked two fivefold questions
about the importance to them personally of (a) mag-

azines and other CommonCausepublicationsand
(b) the political informationthe association provided. They were also given a questionparallelto
the one on cost sensitivity in which they were
queriedwhetherthey would stop contributingif the
publicationswere halted.
23. Positionagreementis measuredas
5
-1

[

i=1

V(ip -Xic)2],

where Xip and Xic are, respectively,contributors'
personalpreferencesand views of where Common
Causestandson the followingissues:an amendment
limiting governmentspending, sunset legislation,
campaignfinance laws, the ERA, and lobby disclosurelaws. Of course,only thoserespondentswith
personal preferencesand estimates of Common
Causepositionsare included.Contributorswithout
issue opinions (see Tables 3 and 4) are excluded.
Leadershipassessmentis an additiveindexcombining fivefold responses to questions about the
legislativesuccessof CommonCauseand an explicit
ratingof how well the leadershipand staff do their
jobs. Activity is tappedby countingwhethera person has (a)writtenor talkedto CommonCausestaff
or leadersabout a group policy or position; (b) attemptedto attractnew contributors;(c) attendeda
local CommonCause meetingin the last year; (d)
voted in the 1981 governing board elections; or
(e) completedthe 1981membershippoll. Finally,the
personalefficacymeasurecombinesthe responsesto
two parallelquestionson how importantto the success of CommonCauseindividualsthinktheirown
contributionsand theirown politicalactivitiesare.
24. The formeris an additiveindexof the importanceassignedto membershipin CommonCauseas
a means of fulfillingthe responsibilitiesof citizenship, supportingleaderslike JohnGardnerand Archibald Cox and helping to ensure good government. Caringis an additivescaleof memberinterest
in each of the five issuesused to constructthe position agreementscale.
25. Theformeris a fivefoldresponseto a question
on the importancecontributorsattributeto meeting
interestingpeopleand makingnew friends.
26. It mightbe maintained,in the spiritof the sot
called garbage can theory (Cohen, March, and
Olsen 1972; March 1978), that organizationalexperienceis tappingthe adaptationof preferencesto
what CommonCausehas to offer, that is, the conventionalassumptionthatpreferencesarefixedmay
be incorrect.Admittedly, it is impossibleto distinguishdefinitivelybetween changingpreferences
and learninggiven the lack of paneldata. However,
the fixed preferenceassumptionis probably quite
reasonable.It has been shown in this analysisthat
individualsdo learnabout the organization'soperations and issue positions. It is also hard to believe
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that CommonCause memberssuddenlydevelop a
preferencefor good government,politicalinformation, or social interactionsonce they sign up for the
group.
27. Before estimating the models, a number of
preliminary steps were taken. To ensure that it is acceptable to pool the Common Cause-designated activists with rank-and-file members a Chow test
(Chow 1960) was conducted. The results of the test
proved to be insignificant, thus permitting the pooling. Also, Hausman tests (Hausman 1978) were
utilized to ascertain whether any of the independent
variables were endogenously determined (the
logarithmic and linear organizational experience
terms were tested jointly): none were. Additional
tests were undertaken to investigate whether the
standard sevenfold specification of the dependent
variable was correct. A Hausman test for determining whether the slopes for a seven-ordered probit are
identical to those for a threefold analog (no, can't
say, yes) led to the rejection of the null hypothesis
that B7 = B3 (X2 = 35, df = 19). This finding implies
that the seven-category operationalization is subject
to specification error of some sort, although the
ramifications are uncertain. This discovery precipitated a further investigation to uncover whether a
better specification was available. The obvious alternative is a two-stage conditional structure that
breaks the retention decision first into a direction
(no, can't say, yes) and then into a strength (certain,
very likely, likely) choice. When the log-likelihood
ratios of the conditional and unconditional processes
are compared (see Vuong 1986), however, the latter
model is far superior. Given this strong finding, the
unconditional, sevenfold specification was adopted
with the caveat that there might be some superior
alternative. Having decided upon this specification,
both ordinary least squares (OLS) and probit estimation were employed. The results are identical for all
intents and purposes; the OLS results are reported
here due to their ease of interpretation. To reiterate
what has been noted previously: attrition should not
have had an impact on the estimates in Table 5. As
long as quitting is related to exogenous factors-unhappiness with the group, evaluations of the leadership, and so on-and these factors are controlled
for, the ensuing estimates are unbiased. None of the
difficulties associated with choice-based sampling
are relevant in this case.
28. Multicollinearity is not a major problem in
these models. The linear and logarithmic learning
terms are highly correlated. This intercorrelation is
to be expected but, as mentioned, utilizing a
logarithmic and a linear term was suggested to tap
diminishing marginal returns (see, for example,
Maddala 1977). If one of the two terms is excluded,
the other findings do not change substantially. On
examining the intercorrelations between the independent variables, only two other pairs of correlations are above the .30 level: the valuation of

political information and publications (.59) and the
two dummy variables on cost sensitivity (-.60).
Combining the information and publication variables results in a poorer-fitting model. The resulting
variable is insignificant (whereas the publications'
value is significant in Table 5), and no other substantive results change. There is also no appreciable
change if the variable measuring moderate sensitivity to costs is dropped except that the coefficient for
high sensitivity increases in magnitude. To explore
more systematically the potential for multicollinearity, the singular-value decomposition (SVD) recommended by Belsley, Kuh, and Welsch (1980) was
performed for model 4. Interestingly, the SVD for
the full model shows a moderate level of multicollinearity (SVD = 60). However, a major cause of
this multicollinearity is the relationship between the
intercept term and other variables: this result is common when using dummy variables but does not
harm the estimates. If the intercept and the logarithmic learning terms are dropped, the SVD is cut in
half, to a level where experimental work shows the
multicollinearity is quite small (SVD = 30). Again,
the findings are robust with respect to multicollinearity.
29. Unfortunately, no good measure of nonpecuniary costs was available for the whole sample. An
indicator that worked for part of it (N = 395) was
whether or not Common Cause members responded
to attempts to mobilize them. Even after controlling
for all other factors, these costs are important determinants of the retention decision. This result provides evidence that those who find these additional
organizational demands taxing depart, presumably
either to find an association where they can simply
write checks or to leave the world of organizational
participation completely.
30. An increase of one standard deviation in a
member's score on each of the collective benefit indicators would result in a jump of .71 on the retention scale. This change is slightly greater than the
impact of membership costs (.63), followed by
divisible benefits (.23), purposive returns (.21),
organizational experience (.18), and solidary
rewards (.17). The strength of membership costs
might be a bit of a surprise. However, the measures
of cost sensitivity-the
willingness to quit in
response to a $20 increase in dues-are also tapping
estimates of the value of benefits.
31. These findings are based on a regression using
the model 4 specification, with the sums of the
squared differences for each issue being substituted
separately instead of cumulatively. The two relatively new issues on the Common Cause agendaERA and placing limits on government spendingare not relevant. These concerns represent a departure from the issues for which the organization
gained its reputation and apparently have not
become a prime reason for remaining in the organization (or for joining, probably).
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32. The logarithmic term for learning is now unnecessary, since the sample was split according to
how many years a contributor was in the group. The
definitive means of testing whether coefficients vary
between newcomers and veterans is to employ interaction terms with the full sample. However,
multicollinearity makes such estimates unfeasible in
this instance.
33. The larger impact of cost sensitivity on newcomers than veterans probably reflects the former's
greater uncertainty about the value of membership.
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